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ABSTRACT

In this digital era, security has become one of the important topics of concern, and things become more critical for military vehicles where safety plays a vital role. In this paper, we have discussed a pseudonym-based approach that preserves the real identity of military vehicles. This paper also focuses on military vehicles’ location privacy by deploying a novel pseudonym assignment and encryption schemes. The proposed security scheme is based on a hybrid approach of matrix array symmetric key and the intelligent water drop scheme. After implementing the proposed security scheme, each military vehicle will obtain its pseudonym for hiding their original identities. The proposed algorithm effectively manages pseudonym generation and change requests for the local region and inter-region environment. The proposed security scheme not only provides secure communication and preservation of location privacy of military vehicles but also ensures their security against various attacks. Finally, the time efficiency of proposed algorithms is obtained for both local and inter-region requests. Comparative analysis shows that the proposed scheme is more efficient than other existing techniques.
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NOMENCLATURE

\( V_i \) \text{i}^{\text{th}} \text{ vehicle}

\( RSU_n \) \text{n}^{\text{th}} \text{ RSU}

\( TID_i \) \text{Vehicle i has k}^{\text{th}} \text{pseudonyms, } \{TID_i\}_{k=1}^w = \{TID\}

\( p_k \) \text{key for vehicle } v_i

\( Cert_i \) \text{V}_i \text{ certificate}

\( LT_j \) \text{j}^{\text{th}} \text{ local pseudonym fog}

\( LA_j \) \text{The local authority of LT}_j

\( CA \) \text{Central authority}

\( t_s \) \text{Timestamp of event}

1. INTRODUCTION

With the rising instances of terrorist attacks in the past, the role of information security has become more critical and challenging in the defence field. In defence services, communication between military vehicles is carried out by sending broadcast messages, containing highly confidential data; therefore, they demand high security. These broadcast messages include details about the vehicle’s location, imposing a significant threat to military vehicles’ location privacy. In this paper, we have focused on enhancing the security of various military vehicles, including the private vehicles of defence personnel, by incorporating pseudonyms.

The use of pseudonyms helps in preserving the anonymity of military vehicles by securing the vehicle’s location and original information. This initial information of the vehicle is shared between the sender and the receiver vehicles. At the same time, confidential information of the vehicle gets safely exchanged among military vehicles using pseudonyms. Another advantage of using a pseudonym is that it reduces the communication overhead between the vehicles. Chaurasia\(^1\), \textit{et al.} have also discussed some cases of using pseudonyms during the exchange of information in vehicular communication.

In the proposed vehicular framework, fog nodes have a local authority that helps, generates, and manages pseudonyms; ensures low latency and cost; and improves military vehicles’ location privacy. We have implemented one of the swarm intelligence–based techniques known as the intelligent water drop scheme, which provides better response time and performance and extends the Cloud computation capabilities to the edge of the network, as discussed by Kamkar\(^2\), \textit{et al.} and Shah-Hosseini\(^3\).

Further, the research highlights of this work can be summarised as follows:

- This work presents a security framework for the location and movement of the military vehicle.
- Implements the intelligent water drop scheme and matrix array symmetric key (MASK) for encryption, and decryption of the messages.
- Discusses the algorithms for pseudonym generation, allocation, and change requests in both local and inter-regions.
- Computes the pseudonym generation and allocation costs for both local and inter-region requests of vehicles.

2. RELATED WORK

This section includes various studies related to vehicular communication, and their applications, privacy preservation,
and authentication schemes for vehicular ad-hoc networks. Along with that a detailed discussion on the various security schemes required during vehicular communication has been also provided.

2.1 Asymmetric Cryptography Schemes

Asymmetric cryptography scheme ensures privacy of the vehicles. In asymmetric cryptographic techniques, pseudonyms are used for vehicle-to-vehicle communication. Papadimitratos, et al. have presented the pseudonym issuance process in public key infrastructure (PKI), which is similar to the certificate issuance process. The central authority issues the certificates to vehicles, whereas the providers provided pseudonyms. Pseudonyms given to vehicles are valid for a limited time as stated by Echler, et al. Vehicles requiring new pseudonyms for a variety of reasons may cause scalability issues. By issuing pseudonyms the vehicles are authenticated.

Vehicle-to-vehicle communication using pseudonyms takes place using public-key cryptography, which has public key certificates and key pairs. Signature and certificate are exchanged between sender and receiver to be sure of each other’s identity. Petit, et al. and Kang, et al. have used a short signature scheme to encrypt the data and place it on the Cloud. Different vehicles receive a key and a certificate from a central authority located in the Cloud in this scheme. Also, a privacy-preserved pseudonym scheme has been proposed for safe and secure communication among vehicles. Here, restricted encryption and authentication mechanisms are used for assured communication among vehicles. Xiong, et al. have constructed an identity-based signcryption along with an equality test scheme, which enhances the vehicles’ efficiency and security as it authenticates the messages shared among vehicles in the network. Along with that, Kumar, et al. have proposed a framework that uses lattice-based cryptography for secure communication among vehicles, which is efficient as its communication and computational cost are quite low.

2.2 Symmetric Cryptography Schemes

This scheme uses a hashed message authentication code in which the signer hashes message and a secret key. Jiang, et al. have done verification of the message authentication code. Once you know the secret key only then an operation is performed on the message. Petit, et al. have discussed vehicle-to-vehicle communication and symmetric authentication schemes that require less authentication time and less security overhead. Considering this advantage, symmetric cryptographic methods are being used for authentication in a vehicular ad-hoc network. Groza, et al. have applied identity-based cryptography based on group signatures for preserving the vehicles’ privacy. Safavat, et al. have proposed an ECC-based ACO ad-hoc routing protocol that uses ECC cryptographic keys to find a safe and efficient vehicle routing path.

2.3 Pseudonym-Based Batch Authentication Schemes

Jing, et al. have proposed pseudonym batch authentication schemes for VANET. Identity-based batch verification is designed, based on bilinear pairing. By using this scheme, the verification delay for batch message signatures gets reduced. These schemes do not consider storage and communication overheads. Also, value-added services are provided to the vehicles using the ABAKA (anonymous batch authentication and key agreement) scheme. This scheme helps in authenticating the requests of different vehicles and generating keys for other vehicles. Huang, et al. and Lo, et al. have proposed a pseudonym-based batch authentication scheme without using bilinear pairing. This scheme has supported message integrity, traceability, and authentication. Also, this scheme helped in better time consumption. Zhang, et al. have proposed an efficient and effective anonymous batch authentication scheme for the vehicular network. This scheme provides privacy protection and satisfies various security requirements. To ensure privacy, Wang, et al. have proposed a hybrid conditional privacy-preserving method based on a PKI certificate and identity-based signature.

3. METHODOLOGY

In this section, a vehicular framework has been proposed to send and store the information of military vehicle’s securely on to the Cloud using a Fog environment. The proposed methodology results in faster computation, storage, and low-latency communication among vehicles. A matrix array symmetric key (MASK) with an intelligent water drop (iwd) scheme has been applied for encrypting the data of military vehicles. The section is further divided into the following subsections:

3.1 Proposed Framework

The proposed framework is shown in Fig. 1, consisting of three layers known as the User layer, the Fog layer, and the Cloud layer for providing security and processing of data at each level. The role of these layers and their association with the proposed techniques are described as follows:
Cloud layer
This layer manages storage and computing resources and offers services to other layers through a central authority. The central authority first registers vehicles. The identity of any registered vehicle is encrypted using MASK and iwd schemes. All occurrences (events) are then stored in the event database.

Fog layer
This layer provides all the services at the edge of the network. Here, each fog node has a pseudonym generator, roadside units (RSUs), a local authority, and an event recorder. The proposed pseudonym generator generates and stores pseudonyms for vehicles. The RSUs help in providing services to the edge of the network for the vehicles. The event recorder also aids in recording all the events that occurred including any misconduct of vehicles.

User layer
In this layer, vehicles perform one to one communication and also with the fog infrastructure in wireless mode. Each vehicle is provided with onboard units and GPS. An onboard unit on any vehicle can communicate with a similar unit on another vehicle, while GPS helps in exchanging information between the vehicles and fog infrastructure.

3.2 Proposed Security Scheme
The proposed security scheme is presented in Fig. 2, which discusses the various steps for implementing the various security measures, including the registration process, encryption process, pseudonym assignment/change process, and decryption process. First, vehicle registration is done in the registration process. Here, for sending information of the vehicle to the Cloud, an encryption process is followed. Further, for assigning pseudonyms to different vehicles, the pseudonym process is carried out, and finally, in the decryption process, the real information of the vehicle, is accessed. The role of each process comprising the security model is described as follows:

Registration process
First, vehicles requiring storage services from the Cloud register themselves with a real identity. Here, the vehicle’s required information is obtained, and the registration process is completed by authenticating the vehicle.

Encryption process
Information about the vehicle to be transferred to the Cloud is encrypted first. Here, for encryption purposes, both MASK and iwd schemes have been applied. This scheme implements the following steps for encrypting information:
- Matrix initialisation is used for generating keys by using MASK.
- Key scheduling is performed.
- Substitution and diffusion are done.
- Finally, the obtained key is used with the iwd scheme for encrypting the vehicle’s information.

Figure 2. Proposed security scheme for secure communication in a vehicular network.
- **Pseudonym assignment/change process**
  This process ensures more robustness and avoids revealing vehicles’ real identities. The pseudonyms are assigned to vehicles using the fog environment, in which the vehicle’s identity is checked with the database. Once the vehicle’s identity is matched, its authenticity is checked, and a pseudonym is assigned to the requesting vehicle. However, if there is any failure, then vehicle registration is done, checked for authenticity, and finally, the pseudonym is assigned. This process consists of two sub-steps, i.e. pseudonym assignment and change:

  **Pseudonym Assignment:** For assigning a pseudonym to the vehicle, the requested vehicle’s location is checked first. If the vehicle is in the local region, a pseudonym request for a local region algorithm is applied; otherwise, a pseudonym request for the inter-region algorithm is used.

  **Pseudonym change:** For changing the vehicle’s assigned pseudonym, the requested vehicle’s location is rechecked. Again if the vehicle’s location is in the local region, a pseudonym changing for the local region is applied; otherwise, a pseudonym changing for inter-region is used.

- **Decryption process**
  In this process, for the vehicles seeking access to their real information stored on the Cloud, a request is generated and sent to the Cloud using the fog environment, as shown in Fig. 3. Vehicles have to provide their currently assigned pseudonym details along with the requested message and a key for decryption. Provided pseudonym details are checked with the records stored in the Cloud. Along with that, all the assigned pseudonyms and other related information are also authenticated. After this, a key is used along with the iwd scheme to decrypt the vehicle’s encrypted information and obtain the vehicle’s real information.

  ![Figure 3. Decryption process for accessing real information of the vehicle.](image)

3.3 Proposed Pseudonym Assignment and Encryption Scheme

In this scheme, local authorities of different regions have been considered. In a fog computing-supported environment, each vehicle that has been assigned a pseudonym by the local authority of one region enters the geographical region of another. Here, vehicles manage the local authorities of both regions. For safe driving on the roads, vehicle $V_i$ periodically broadcasts safety messages and its pseudonym $\{TID, X, Y, Z\}_{k}$.

To implement this pseudonym-based scheme, we have proposed two mechanisms:

- **Pseudonym mechanism:** Any vehicle can request new pseudonyms $(k)$ on demand. Vehicles can request even 60 new pseudonyms each day. The efficient changing of pseudonyms can help in avoiding being tracked. A vehicle can change pseudonyms during driving (once every 15 minutes).

- **Encryption scheme:** The pseudonym assignment scheme uses encryption to protect wireless communication security and exclude illegal vehicles. A.J. Debnath, et al., and Tandon, et al., have used MASK as it is more secure and takes less time compared to other encryption schemes. Tandon, et al., have used MASK with the iwd scheme for encryption. MASK, along with iwd, improves the performance of keys in terms of performance execution time. Both encryption and decryption processes take less time for encrypting and decrypting data. There is a direct substitution mapping, which results in a higher speed of conversion. A.J. Debnath, et al., and Kumar, et al., have applied three main steps in the MASK algorithm: matrix initialisation, key scheduling, and substitution & diffusion. Kamkar, et al., have used an intelligent waterdrop technique with MASK, inspired by the natural water drops of a river which flows from one place to another. Here soil and velocity parameters are also considered.

Let the soil be represented as $\text{soil}(m,n)$, and the velocity of iwd at source point be represented as $V^{\text{ind}}(t)$.

Then, the velocity for the next node $N$ can be given as:

$$V^{\text{ind}}(t+1) = V^{\text{ind}}(t) + x_r / (y_r + z_r, \text{soil}(m,n))$$

where $x_r$, $y_r$, and $z_r$ are the constant parameters for velocity.

Let the change in soil value is represented by $\Delta\text{Soil}(m,n)$

When the water drops move from position $m$ to $n$, then the amount of soil that is removed is given as:

$$\Delta\text{Soil}(m,n) = x_r / (y_r + z_r, \text{time}(m,n), V^{\text{ind}})$$

where $x_r$, $y_r$, and $z_r$ are the constant parameters for soil.

After the removal of soil from one location, the reduced soil is calculated as:

$$\text{soil}(m,n) = 1 - z_e \text{soil}(m,n) z_e \Delta\text{soil}(m,n)$$

where $z_e$ is the local soil updated parameter.

For communication of vehicle with the infrastructure, a certificate (certi) is used to authenticate vehicles’ identity. Eldeen, et al., Kumar, et al. and Tandon, et al., have used AES and DES and also compared MASK with them. The results have shown that encryption, decryption, and certificate verification processes take less time in the MASK and iwd schemes than AES+iwd and DES+iwd. Hence, we have used the combination of MASK and iwd for encrypting the vehicle’s data as it is more secure and less time-consuming when compared with the existing schemes. A vehicle uses the key and certificate $(p_k, cert)$ issued by the central authority. The nearest fog node of $V_i$ will be notified by the central authority to distribute pseudonyms to it. The central authority generates a tracking table $(d, p_k, Cert, LT, \{TID, X, Y, Z\}, \{Cert, X, Y\})$ in the event database; then this tracking table is distributed to all RSUs after encryption.

4. PSEUDONYM MANAGEMENT FOR LOCAL AND INTER-REGION

If a vehicle wants to obtain the Cloud services, it has to be registered first. During the registration process, a vehicle
needs to provide all the details about its real identity. As the registration is over, the vehicle’s real identity gets encrypted by implementing the proposed scheme. Now, if the vehicle requests for a pseudonym, its authenticity is checked by a certificate verification authority.

4.1 Pseudonym Requesting and Changing
Algorithm for the Local Region
Vehicles requiring pseudonyms need to provide details regarding their current location, key, and certificate for verification to a local authority (LA). As the verification gets completed, the vehicle obtains a pseudonym, and a confirmation is sent to the LA, that the pseudonym has been received. The local authority further updates the vehicle’s pseudonym record having a pseudonym request number, certificate of currently using a pseudonym, and timestamp (t). If the vehicle is in the range of LA, it will get a new pseudonym by utilising the corresponding key. Now, a new record of the vehicle is maintained in the tracking table of the central authority. The process for pseudonym requests in the local region is shown in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: Pseudonym request for local region
1. IF $V_i$ requests for pseudonym through $RSU_a$ DO
2. Request for pseudonym = $RSU_a \| Ep_{p,k_i}(Id \_ request \| TID^i \| p_i \| cert_i)\$
   where pseudonym_request = \{Vehicle location \| Id request number \| t_i\}
3. IF $TID^i$ and $p_i.k_i$ is verified by $LA_j$ and $V_i$ lies in the range of $RSU_a$ DO
4. Reply to pseudonym request = $Ep_{p,k_i}(TID^i , cert_{TID+a})\| t_i$
5. Record information in $LA_j$
   record = $(p_i.k_i \| TID^i \| cert_{TID+a}) \| cert_i \| t_i$
6. update information to cloud:
   Tracking_record = $Ep_{p,k_i}(record \| cert_i) \| t_i$
7. Cloud: store and update Tracking_record of vehicle $V_i$
8. ELSE
9. No reply

Algorithm 2: Pseudonym change request for the local region
1. IF vehicle $V_i$ is in the range of $RSU_a$ of $LA_D$ DO
2. notification = $Ep_{p,k_i}(p_i.k_i \| cert_i \| TID^i \| cert_{TID+a} \| new\_pseudo \| t_i)\$
   where new_pseudo = $(TID^{i+1} \| cert_{TID+a+1})$
3. IF notification from vehicle $V_i$ is verified in $LA_D$ DO
4. update serving record in $LT_j$
   serving_record = $(p_i.k_i \| TID^{i+1} \| cert_{TID+a+1} \| t_i)$
5. Reply = $p_i.k_i \{updated\_info \| cert_{LT_j} \| t_i\}$
6. update the serving information to cloud
   serving_info = $Ep_{p,k_i}(cert_{LT_j} \| serving\_record \| t_i)$

4.2 Pseudonym Requesting and Changing
Algorithm for Inter-region
Suppose vehicle $V_i$ is driving to another region using the pseudonym assigned by the local authority of the local region $LA_j$. In that case, the vehicle has to send a request for a pseudonym to the local authority $LA_j$ of that region, which consists of the currently used pseudonym $TID^{j-1}$ of the vehicle. The pseudonym requested here will contain all the information about the concerned vehicle, i.e., request : $Ep_{p,k_j}(Id \_ request \| p_j.k_j \| cert_j \| TID^{j-1} \| cert_{TID+a} \| t_j)$. Now, the local authority $LA_j$ of the other region verifies the authenticity of the vehicle issued by the local authority $LA_j$. The $LA_j$ now takes the record of that particular vehicle from the local authority $LA_j$ and updates the vehicle’s record and communicates the same with the $LA_j$. The $LA_j$ now stops updating the record of that particular vehicle. The process for pseudonym requests in inter-region is shown in Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3: Pseudonym request for inter-region
1. IF vehicle $V_j$ using $TID^{j-1}$ in $LA_j$, $V_j \rightarrow LA_j$ for pseudonym request
   (pseudo request contains: information of $V_j$ and its current id)
3. request = $Ep_{p,k_j}(Id \_ request \| p_j.k_j \| cert_j \| TID^{j-1} \| cert_{TID+a} \| t_j)\$
4. $LA_j$ verifies $V_j$ and $LA_j$ terminates updating record of $V_j$
5. DO
6. $LA_j$ reply to request
   reply = $Ep_{p,k_j}(TID^{j-1}, cert_{TID+a} \| t_i)\$
7. Record information in $LA_j$
   record = $(p_j.k_j \| TID^{j-1} \| cert_{TID+a} \| t_i)$
8. update information to cloud
   Tracking_record = $Ep_{p,k_j}(record \| cert_i) \| t_i$
   Cloud: store and update Tracking_record of vehicle $V_j$
9. ELSE
   No reply
Suppose, vehicle $V_i$ uses the pseudonym assigned by the $LA_j$ in the other region of $LA_p$, and now wants to change the current pseudonym. In that case, the vehicle sends a request to the inter-region pseudonym changing the protocol. After receiving the request for changing pseudonym, $LA_p$ verifies the authenticity of that particular vehicle. Now, the local authority, $LA_p$, maintains the records and updates the same. As the verification is completed, the updated record is sent to the central authority. The process for pseudonym change in inter-region is shown in Algorithm 4.

**Algorithm 4: Pseudonym change request for inter-region**

1. **IF** Vehicle $V_i$ wants to change pseudonym that is in range of $LA_p$ **DO**
2. sends inter-region request to $LA_p$
3. notification = $Ep_{LK_L_A_p} (p_k || cert || TID || cert_{TDA} || new\_pseudo \| t_i)$
   where new\_pseudo = $(TID+1 || cert_{TDA+1})$
4. **IF** notification from vehicle $V_i$ is verified in $LA_p$ **DO**
5. update serving record in $LT_j$
   serving\_record = $(p_k || TID+1 || cert_{TDA+1} \| t_i)$
6. Reply = $p_k (updated\_info \| cert_{LA_p} \| t_i)$
7. update the serving information to cloud
   serving\_info = $Ep_{LK_C_L_A_p} (cert_{LA_p} \| serving\_record \| t_i)$

5. **SECURITY ANALYSIS**

In this section, we have analysed the proposed scheme based on security and privacy preservation.

(a) Security requirements: The proposed scheme uses encryption and authentication mechanism, that makes it resistant to various security attacks. MASK is used for encryption, which generates encrypted information that does not depend on the characters’ position in the original and encrypted information. This makes the decryption of the encrypted information very difficult. Also, the encrypted information cannot be retrieved by a brute-force attack. The usage of timestamps avoids replay attacks, and resists Sybil attacks on the proposed scheme. Vehicles change their pseudonyms without any hassle, and the previous pseudonym is removed from their memory.

(b) Privacy preservation: The location privacy of the vehicles is preserved in the proposed scheme by using pseudonyms. The vehicles can change pseudonyms once every 15 minutes, which increases the entropy of the vehicle pseudonyms. So, this reduces the chances of tracking down the location of vehicles. The increased entropy of the vehicle pseudonyms also ensures that the attacker cannot target a particular vehicle.

6. **RESULTS**

While executing the experiments, we have considered various scenarios for different algorithms. For a vehicle in a small region, we have used Algorithm 1 for a pseudonym request. On the other hand, Algorithm 2 has been used for changing requests for pseudonyms in the local region. If the vehicle is in a large region, then Algorithm 3 and Algorithm 4 are applied to request and change pseudonyms. There are roadside units installed at every 400 m. At the intersection, the mean value of the vehicles ranges from 40 to 130 per minute. Also, there is a traffic light at each intersection point whose red light is set for 60 sec.

Compared with Debnath$^{19}$, et al. and Eldeen$^{20}$, et al., the proposed scheme is more secure and reliable as it is resistant to many security attacks such as integrity, modification, authentication, and Sybil attacks. Further, it is efficient and faster when time parameters for the encryption, decryption, and certificate verification of the vehicle are considered. The proposed scheme time parameters have been compared with AES+iwd and DES+iwd and are shown in Fig. 4. The encryption time, decryption time, and certificate verification time for our proposed scheme are 1.74 ms, 0.83 ms, and 5.2 ms. Pseudonym allocation, generation, and total time are taken for local and inter-region is calculated. Their graphical representation is shown in Figs. 5 and 6. It can be seen that the time taken for a change of pseudonym is more when compared with pseudonym requests for both local and inter-region. This is because the requesting vehicle will be first verified in pseudonym change, and its previous pseudonym history will be checked. If it satisfies all the conditions, then the changing request will be processed.

![Figure 4. Comparison of MASK+iwd with AES+iwd and DES+iwd.](image)

![Figure 5. Pseudonym requesting for local region and inter-region.](image)
In Fig. 7, the graphical comparison of pseudonym entropy for the different numbers of vehicles is shown. It is observed that the proposed scheme has the higher pseudonym entropy and hence less prone to attackers.

7. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has implemented a hybrid security scheme of swarm intelligence consisting of MASK and iwd scheme to encrypt the military vehicle data with pseudonym assignment to ensure security and protection to their location and movement-related privacy. Implementation of pseudonyms helps in further enhancing the safety of the military vehicle. The proposed framework for vehicle-to-vehicle communication uses fog computing to the edge of the network. The implemented security scheme assures the privacy preservation of the data of military vehicle against security attacks. Also, this scheme is efficient in terms of encryption and decryption of the data. By using this scheme, location, and movement privacy of the vehicle can also be improved. In the future, we will try to implement our scheme for more defence vehicles such as armoured vehicles, aerial vehicles, un-manned group vehicles, and or any vehicles that require a high degree of privacy.
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